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Dear Students,

Alma Mater Studiorum-University of Bologna welcomes you.

Founded in 1088, Alma Mater is a great community steeped in history that nevertheless looks to the future, to growth and experimentation. 

Today, joining the Multicampus (Bologna, Cesena, Forli, Ravenna and Rimini), you will find a rich and innovative teaching programme, 

cutting-edge research and an international outlook that is constantly expanding, with students from 140 countries around the world.

Our programme catalogue includes numerous, diverse courses of study, from first-cycle degrees to graduate programmes and specialisation 

courses, which guarantee your personal growth and training as future professionals.

Those enrolling with us, more than half from outside the region, can also count on numerous services designed to support and facilitate 

their entire educational journey: from a warm welcome to career and other guidance; the right to higher education, guaranteed by action in 

support of capable students with insufficient funds; recreational and sporting activities; foreign language tuition to facilitate international 

exchanges and periods abroad; degree programme mentoring systems and help in joining the world of work. The principles upheld 

constantly by Alma Mater include a focus on both individual merit and individual need.

Each year more than 16,500 students graduate from the University of Bologna. The statistics collected by AlmaLaurea tell us that almost 

70% of total graduates (first-cycle graduates who do not continue their studies, second-cycle and combined-cycle graduates) obtain 

regular gainful employment within a year of graduation. This percentage rises to 83% after three years and 88.5% after five years. The 

same surveys report that 85% of our graduates would choose the University of Bologna again.

On joining our University, you should bring a thirst for knowledge, a will to study and the curiosity needed to explore your new world. 

We would like your commitment to match our commitment, our pleasure to know you, our pleasure to see your participation in the great 

community that Alma Mater represents.

Francesco Ubertini
Rector 

Alma Mater Studiorum
Università di Bologna

Presentation



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

To become 
what I want to be



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Extensive programme catalogue, 
advanced research, 

international outlook, 
student services, 

recognition of merit.



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it’s the oldest 
and the newest 



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Alma Mater Studiorum, founded 
in 1088, was the first University 

in the western world.

Today, we rank top among 
the mega Universities in Italy.

(Censis-classification of Italian 
Universities 2017/18)



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because of its international 
teaching and research 



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Over 700 teachers with 
responsibilities that include 

international relations.

Students from more than 
140 countries.

70 teaching projects with 
international Universities.

The University of Bologna is part 
of several international networks 

that promote research activities 
in every field.  



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because I can choose between 
over 200 programmes



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

215 degree programmes, 
of which 71 are international. 

Among these:
92 first-cycle degrees

13 combined bachelor/master degrees
110 second-cycle degrees

(Academic Year 2017/2018)

Because I can choose between 
over 200 programmes



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it provides 
highest level training 
and rewards merit   



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Fees at the University of Bologna 
are based on income.  

Many other economic benefits 
are available, depending both on 

income and on merit.



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it’s multicampus, 
so I can study in Bologna, Cesena, 
Forlì, Ravenna and Rimini 



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Each Campus has a strong scientific 
and educational identity, with 

its own structure and services 
dedicated to institutional, 

cultural and sporting activities 
and associations.

Because it’s multicampus, 
so I can study in Bologna, Cesena, 
Forlì, Ravenna and Rimini 



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it’s my passport 
to the world 



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Alma Mater is
 the leading University in Italy 

and among the top three 
in Europe for student mobility.



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it helps me to 
imagine a better world and 
work to contribute to it 



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Projects, initiatives and research 
structures for the development of 

innovation and the knowledge to 
tackle global challenges.

 
More than 2,700 professors 

and researchers.

Over 11,000 research products 
every year.

Over 3,800 students enrolled 
in graduate programmes.



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it’s a great 
“business card” 
for the future



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Graduates from the University of Bologna have an advantage when it 
comes to entering into the world of work, whether in Italy or abroad.

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF 2ND CYCLE AND SINGLE CYCLE DEGREE GRADUATES 
1, 3 AND 5 YEARS AFTER GRADUATION*

2015 graduates
1 year after 
graduation

2013 graduates
3 years after 
graduation

2011 graduates
5 years after 
graduation

Either employed or 
unemployed and not 
seeking work

Alma Mater 75% 87% 90%

Italy 72% 84% 88%

* Source: Almalaurea

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF 1ST CYCLE DEGREE 2015 GRADUATES 1 YEAR 
AFTER GRADUATION*

Alma Mater Italy

Either employed or unemployed and not 
seeking work

84% 80%



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it gives me 
space for my passions



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Not just study!
Language courses, University 

events, music, sports and much 
more in my University experience.



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

Because it will prepare me 
for an international career 



I CHOOSE
THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

The University of Bologna 
collaborates with Universities 
around the world on teaching 

and scientific matters, 
promoting mobility and exchange 

programmes for teachers, 
researchers and students and 

providing placement services in 
Italy and abroad.
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The Schools
The Schools are the organisational structures which coordi-

nate the teaching activities, combining uniform and comple-

mentary subject areas and guaranteeing the quality of

teaching and student services.

www.unibo.it/Schools

The 11 Schools of the University of Bologna are:

• Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine

• Economics, Management, and Statistics

• Pharmacy, Biotechnology, and Sport Sciences

• Law

• Engineering and Architecture

• Arts, Humanities, and Cultural Heritage

• Foreign Languages and Literature, Interpreting and 

Translation

• Medicine

• Psychology and Education

• Science

• Political Sciences

The Departments
The Departments are the university structures in charge of 

the organisation of scientific research, teaching and learning 

functions; they are responsible for proposing

the study programmes to the Schools.

www.unibo.it/Departments

Medicine 

•  Experimental, Diagnostic and Specialty Medicine

•  Biomedical and Neuromotor Sciences

•  Medical and Surgical Sciences

•  Veterinary Medical Sciences 

Sciences 

•  Chemistry “Giacomo Ciamician”

•  Industrial Chemistry “Toso Montanari”

•  Pharmacy and Biotechnology

•  Physics and Astronomy

•  Mathematics

•  Biological, Geological, and Environmental Sciences

•  for Life Quality Studies

Social Studies

•  Management

•  Economics

•  Legal Studies

•  Political and Social Sciences

• Statistical Sciences “Paolo Fortunati”

•  Sociology and Business Law

Titolo da definire

Schools 
and Departments
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Collegio Superiore

Technology 

•  Architecture 

•  Computer Science and Engineering

•  Civil, Chemical, Environmental and Materials Engineering

•  Electrical, Eletronic, and Information Engineering 

“Guglielmo Marconi”

•  Industrial Engineering

•  Agricultural and Food Sciences

Humanities 

•  The Arts 

•  Classical Philology and Italian Studies

•  Philosophy and Communication Studies

•  Modern Languages, Literatures and Cultures

•  Psychology

•  Education Studies “Giovanni Maria Bertin”

•  History and Cultures

•  Cultural Heritage

•  Interpreting and Translation

Collegio Superiore
The Collegio Superiore, part of the Institute for Higher Stu-

dies along with the Institute of Advanced Studies, offers 

excellent additional, interdisciplinary training to deserving 

and highly motivated students who enrol for a Degree Pro-

gramme at the University of Bologna. The collegiate students 

are monitored by a university lecturer; they have exchange 

opportunities with other Italian and international schools of 

excellence and may reside at the Residenza di Studi Superio-

ri. They are exempt from tuition fees and receive an annual 

scholarship. Entry to the Collegio is via an entrance examina-

tion, and maintaining high marks in University courses and in 

Collegio training courses is a requisite for retaining a place.

www.collegio.unibo.it/en 
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Teaching with an 
international vocation

The University of Bologna also offers a wide selection of in-

ternational degree programmes, some of which are delivered 

entirely in English. Other opportunities for adding an inter-

national dimension to your curriculum include professional 

master’s programmes and the Summer/Winter Schools, 

offering a range of intensive and interdisciplinary courses 

open to students, young graduates from Italy and around the 

world, and in some cases specific professionals.

www.unibo.it/internationalprogrammes

Students of the University of Bologna have many opportuni-

ties for adding an international dimension to their curricu-

lum through international mobility. By taking part in the Era-

smus+ for Studies, students can receive a grant to study in 

a European university for a period between 3 and 12 months. 

The main programmes for destinations beyond Europe are 

provided within the Overseas Programme, for which grants 

are also available. 

The calls for application are published regularly every year, 

listing the requirements for participation in the different 

programmes. Students may apply for the Erasmus+ Study 

programme from their first year.

www.unibo.it/StudyingAbroad

CLA – Centro Linguistico d’Ateneo/University 
Language Centre 
The University Language Centre is a reference point for all 

students interested, whether for curriculum or personal re-

asons, in learning a foreign language - Arabic, French, En-

glish, Spanish, German - and Italian as a second language.

Students at the Bologna, Cesena, Forlì, Ravenna and Rimini 

campuses can enrol for free blended modules that combine 

traditional teaching with self-study in preparation for lan-

guage proficiency tests. Paid classroom courses are also 

available. In addition, the e-learning platform can be used 

for independent study, with tutors available if needed. 

Via the AlmaEnglish project, CLA also offers students a 

chance to improve their English language skills and obtain 

IELTS certification without charge.

The Centre manages the language proficiency tests contem-

plated by various degree programmes, as well as the verifi-

cation of language skills required by international mobility 

programmes.

http://www.unibo.it/LanguageCentre
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The Italian 
University System

University studies are divided into:

• first cycle degree programmes - Laurea (L): 3 year degree 

programme leading to the academic qualification of 

“Dottore”;

• second cycle degree programmes - Laurea Magistrale (LM): 2 

year degree programme leading to the academic qualification 

of “Dottore Magistrale”;

• single cycle degree programmes - Laurea Magistrale a Ciclo 

Unico (LMCU): 5 or 6 year degree programme leading to the 

academic qualification of “Dottore Magistrale”;

• third cycle degree programmes: Research PhD Programmes 

and Specialisation Schools; training programmes leading 

to a secondary school teaching qualification (TFA) and 

specialisation courses for support teachers.

• vocational training courses: first and second level 

professional master’s programmes, post-graduate 

programmes and lifelong learning courses.

The qualifications awarded are:

• first cycle degree 

• second/single cycle degree 

• specialisation diploma

• PhD

To graduate in a first cycle degree, students must acquire 180 

university learning credits (Crediti Formativi Universitari -CFU; 

1 CFU=1 ECTS: European Credit Transfer System) through a 

maximum of 20 exams. To graduate in a second cycle degree, 

students must acquire 120 CFU through a maximum of 12 

exams. Single cycle graduates must have acquired 300 or 

360 CFU through a maximum of 30 or 36 exams (depending 

on whether the programme lasts 5 or 6 years).

THIRD CYCLE DEGREE - RESEARH PHD PROGRAMMES
 AND SPECIALISATION SCHOOLS

FIRST CYCLE DEGREE (BACHELOR)
PROFESSIONAL MASTER 

FIRST-LEVEL

PROFESSIONAL MASTER 
SECOND-LEVEL

SINGLE CYCLE DEGREE

SECOND CYCLE DEGREE (MASTER)

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
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First and single cycle degree programmes may have (na-

tional or local) either restricted or open access; in both cases 

applicants are assessed on their basic knowledge and may be 

assigned Additional Learning Requirements - (Obblighi Formati-

vi Aggiuntivi - OFA) which must be completed by the end of the 

first year of the programme. The methods for assessing basic 

knowledge and types of OFA may vary from programme to pro-

gramme. For programmes with restricted access, basic knowled-

ge is assessed during the entrance exam. 

For single cycle programmes with open access, the entrance 

exam is compulsory but not selective. Even if they do not pass, 

applicants are permitted to register for the degree programme. 

For most programmes, applicants must register and sit the 

entrance exam before being allowed to register.

Second cycle degree programmes may have restricted or 

open access. In both cases, to access the programmes, can-

didates must meet the specific curricular requirements and

have appropriate personal knowledge, which is assessed 

in the methods laid down for each programme. Candidates 

who do not pass the entrance exam will not be permitted

to enrol in the programme. 

Programmes with restricted access issue a call for ap-

plications (bando), setting out the access requirements, 

deadlines for application, entrance exam methods and the 

number of places available. Information concerning enrol-

lment is published on the University Portal, in the “Teaching” 

pages, accessible from: www.unibo.it/Teaching

Programmes with restricted access set nationally. 

A single entrance exam is set by MIUR (Ministero dell’Istruzione, 

dell’Università e della Ricerca/Ministry for Education, Universi-

ties and Research) along with the number of places established 

for each university:

• Single cycle degree programmes in Medicine and Surgery, 

Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine, Architecture, Construction 

Engineering and Architecture, Primary Education Sciences;

• First and second cycle degree programmes for the health 

professions.

Programmes with restricted access set locally.

These have an entrance exam set according to the needs of 

the University, governed by specific calls published on the 

University Portal www.unibo.it/en

Before registering, read all the information concerning 

the admission methods for the programme you are 

interested in. 

www.unibo.it/CallsForDegreeProgrammes 

If you have any doubts, contact the teaching office or 

student administration office for the specific programme.

Titolo da definire

Access to study 
programmes
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TOLC 
(CISIA OnLine Test)

Some degree programmes with restricted access require to 

sit the TOLC test (Test On Line CISIA) in order to take part 

in the selection procedure. To access these programmes, 

you must sit the required TOLC (TOLC-I, TOLC-E or TOLC-

F) at any university belonging to CISIA (www.cisiaonline.

it/sedi), and register for one of the selections listed in 

the call for admission. There are no other tests for these 

selections, and the ranking list is drawn up on the basis of 

the TOLC score, weighted according to the criteria indicated 

in the call.

To register for a programme requiring the TOLC test, you 

must:

Register for the TOLC

Register on the CISIA portal (www.cisiaonline.it) and sign 

up for a TOLC session, selecting the type (TOLC-I or TOLC-E 

or TOLC-F), date and place, and pay the fee of €30.

You may sit the TOLC test from February to September, on the 

dates and in the places published on the CISIA portal (tolc.

cisiaonline.it/calendario.php).

The dates for sitting the TOLC at the University of Bologna 

are also published on  the University portal 

(www.unibo.it/cisiaonlinetest).

Sitting the TOLC

Go to the place selected at the time of registration to sit 

the test. You will be informed of your score at the end of the 

test. You can prepare for the TOLC using the training tests 

available on the CISIA portal.The TOLC can be repeated, but 

you must wait until the next month.

For the purposes of selection for the programmes run by the 

University of Bologna, however, only the result of the last 

TOLC you sit, up to midnight of the day prior to the deadline 

indicated in the call, will be considered.

For information:  www.cisiaonline.it  |  tolc.cisiaonline.it

Registering for the entrance exams for programmes run 

by the University of Bologna 

You must register for the entrance exam for the programme 

you are interested in, by registering at Studenti Online (www.

unibo.it/studentsonline), following the terms and methods 

indicated in the calls for admission and paying the fee of €30. 

For programmes offered in different calls, you must pay the fee 

for each one you wish to register for.

Entrance exam results

The ranking lists, drawn up on the basis of the TOLC score, 

weighted according to the criteria indicated in the call, will 

be published in your personal profile on Studenti Online.

If you have been assigned a place: 

• you can register for the programme, in the methods and 

by the deadlines laid down in the call, in Studenti Online.

If you have not been assigned a place:  

• you can register for the next selection procedure for the 

same programme (where foreseen) without having to 

repeat the TOLC test and without paying the fee again;

• only for selection in September, you can register your 

interest for being assigned a place left free by other 
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Titolo da definire

withdrawing applicants, by clicking on the specific button 

in Studenti Online and waiting for the outcome.

Whoever has not been re-admitted after the repechage pro-

cedure cannot matriculate in the course.

Note: following the final repechage (at the conclusion of 

the last round of selection), if places are still available, 

individual degree programmes may exceptionally reopen 

their admission procedures.

TOLC (Online Integrated University Admission Test) as a 

knowledge test

Some degree programmes with restricted access num-

bers require the TOLC as a test of knowledge, for the purpo-

ses of any Additional Learning Requirements (OFA). The TOLC 

is obligatory and must be undertaken before matriculation.
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Programme catalogue  

Programmes will run only following the completion of the established ministerial procedure.

Data updated to February 12th 2018
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Some degree programmes are marked by the following codes:

ACC  Accordo di collaborazione/Cooperation Agreement

ACC*  The Cooperation Agreement is subject to the signature of agreements with partner Universities 

EM  Erasmus Mundus 

NP  Numero programmato/Restricted access degree programme

NP*  Degree programme with national restricted access

 The number of places is being defined by the Ministry of Education

 

 The number of places is being defined

TC  Titolo congiunto/The programme leads to a joint degree

TDM  Titolo doppio o multiplo/Either the whole programme or one of its curricula lead to a double or multiple degree

TDM*  The issue of both double and multiple degrees is subject to the signature of agreements with partner Universities

TOLC  The degree programme has adopted the TOLC test

VP  Applicants must pass the assessment of basic knowledge prior to registration 

  Either the whole programme or one of its curricula are taught entirely in English

Titolo da definire

Guide to consulting the 
Programme Catalogue

NP**
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School of Agriculture 
and Veterinary Medicine

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes
• Marketing and Economics of the Agro-Industrial System  NP   (87 places)  TOLC  

• Animal Production NP   (100 places)  TOLC  

• Land and Agro-Forestry Sciences  NP   (79 places)  TOLC  

• Agricultural Technology  NP   (137 places)  TOLC  

• Ornamental Plants and Landscape Protection (Imola)  VP  

2nd  cycle degree programmes
• Animal Biotechnology (Ozzano dell’Emilia)

• International Horticultural Science  TDM*     

• Planning and Management of Agro-Territorial, Forest and Landscape

• Agricultural Sciences and Technologies

• Safety and Quality in Animal Production (Ozzano dell’Emilia)

Single cycle degree programmes 
• Veterinary Medicine (Ozzano dell’Emilia)  NP*   (100 places)

Cesena Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes
• Aquaculture and Fish Production Hygiene (Cesenatico)

• Food Technology  NP   (100 places)  TOLC  

• Viticulture and Enology  NP   (78 places)  TOLC  

2nd  cycle degree programmes 
• Food Science and Technology 

www.agricultureveterinarymedicine.unibo.it
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School of Economics, 
Management, 
and Statistics

www.ems.unibo.it/en/

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes

• Business and Economics  NP   (190 places)

• Business Administration  NP   (230 places)  TOLC  

• Economics, Markets and Institutions  NP   (200 places)  TOLC  

• Economics and Finance  NP   (120 places)                  

• Management and marketing  NP   (160 places)  TOLC  

• Statistical Sciences           (160 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes
• Business Administration  NP   (125 places)  

• Law and Economics  NP   (110 places)

• Economics and Economic Policy  

• Economics and Accounting  NP   (75 places)

• Economics   

• Financial Markets and Institutions  NP   (100 places)

• Health Economics and Management TC    EM   

• Innovation and Organization of Culture and the Arts  NP   (36 places)  TDM   

• Quantitative Finance TDM   

• Statistics, Economics and Business

• Statistical Sciences

ACC

ACC

NP TOLC

TDM*

TDM*
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Forlì Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes
• Economics and Business NP   (400 places)   TOLC  

2nd  cycle degree programmes

• Economics and Commerce  TDM  

• Economics and Management  NP   (120 places)  TDM    

• Management for Social Economy  TDM  

Rimini Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes
• Economics of Tourism  NP   (200 places)     TOLC  

• Business Economics  NP   (230 places)  TOLC  

• Finance, Insurance and Business.            (75 places)  

2nd  cycle degree programmes

• Business Administration and Management  NP   (118 places)   

• Resource Economics and Sustainable Development  ACC    

• Statistical, Financial and Actuarial Sciences

• Tourism Economics and Management   

NP TOLC
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Titolo da definire

School of Pharmacy, 
Biotechnologies, 
and Sport Sciences

www.farbiomot.unibo.it/en/

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes 
• Biotechnology  NP    (104 places)  TOLC  

• Genomics             (52 places)  

• Exercise and Sport Sciences  NP    (180 places)

• Applied Pharmaceutical Sciences (Imola)  NP   (150 places)  

2nd  cycle degree programmes
• Health Biology

• Molecular and Cellular Biology

• Pharmaceutical Biotechnology

• Molecular and Industrial Biotechnology

• Sciences and Techniques of Sports Activities

• Wellness and Sport Management

Single cycle degree programmes 
• Chemistry and Pharmaceutical Technologies  NP   (130 places)

• Pharmacy  NP   (200 places)

Rimini Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes

• Exercise and Sport Sciences  NP   (90 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes
• Advanced Cosmetic Sciences

• Sciences and Techniques of Preventive and Adapted Physical Activities

• Wellness Culture: Sport, Health and Tourism

Single cycle degree programme

• Pharmacy  NP   (100 places)

NP TOLC

TOLC

TOLC

TOLC

TOLC

TOLC

TOLC
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School of Lawwww.law.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programme 
• Labour and Corporate Relations Advisor

Single cycle degree programme 
• Law  TDM*  

Ravenna Campus
1st  cycle degree programme
• Legal consultant in business and public administration

Single cycle degree programme 
• Law  TDM  
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School of Engineering 
and Architecture

www.engineeringarchitecture.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes 
• Industrial Design  NP   (100 places)  TOLC  

• Chemical and Biochemical Engineering  NP   (180 places)  TOLC  

• Civil Engineering  NP   (190 places)  TOLC  

• Automation Engineering NP**   (200 places)  TDM    TOLC  

• Electrical Energy Engineeing  NP   (150 places)  TOLC  

• Electronics and Telecommunications Engineering NP   (150 places)  TOLC  

• Energy Engineering  NP   (200 places)  TOLC  

• Engineering Management  NP   (283 places)  TOLC  

• Computer Engineering  NP**   (229 places)  TOLC  

• Mechanical Engineering  NP**   (229 places)  TOLC  

• Mechatronics Engineering             (50 places)

• Environmental Engineering  NP   (150 places)  TOLC  

2nd  cycle degree programmes
• Advanced Design             

• Automation Engineering TDM   

• Civil Engineering  TDM*   

• Chemical and Process Engineering  TDM   

• Civil Engineering

• Electrical Energy Engineeing  

• Electronic Engineering 

• Energy Engineering

• Engineering Management

• Computer Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering TDM*  

• Environmental Engineering  TDM   

• Telecommunications Engineering                 

   Single cycle degree programme

• Architecture and Building Engineering   NP*   (86 places)

NP TOLC

ACC

TDM*

ACC

TDM
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Inter-university 2nd  cycle degree programmes

• Advanced Automotive Electronic Engineering            (30 places)

      (In collaboration with the Universities of Modena and Reggio Emilia; Parma, Ferrara. Enrolment and 1st year in Bologna)

• Advanced Automotive Engineering            (120 places)

      (In collaboration with the Universities of Modena and Reggio Emilia; Parma, Ferrara. Enrolment and 1st semester in Modena)

Cesena Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes 
• Biomedical Engineering  NP   (150 places)  TOLC  

• Electronics Engineering for Energy and Information   NP   (150 places)  TOLC  

2nd  cycle degree programmes
• Biomedical Engineering

• Computer Science and Engineering

• Electronics and Telecommunications Engineering for Energy

Single cycle degree programme
• Architecture  NP*   (100 places)

Forlì Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes 

• Aerospace Engineering NP   (120 places)  TOLC  

• Mechanical Engineering  NP   (120 places)  TOLC  

2nd  cycle degree programmes

• Aerospace Engineering NP   (50 places)  TDM   

• Mechanical Engineering  NP   (50 places) TDM*   

Ravenna Campus
1st  cycle degree programme

• Building Engineering  NP   (120 places)  TOLC  

2nd  cycle degree programme

• Engineering of Building Processes and Systems TDM   

• Offshore Engineering

 NP

 NP
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Titolo da definire

School of Arts, 
Humanities, 
and Cultural Heritage

www.artshumanitiesculturalheritage.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes 
• Anthropology, Religions, Oriental Civilizations  VP  

• DAMS - Drama, Art and Music Studies  VP  

• Philosophy  TDM*    

• Humanities  TDM   VP  

• Communication Sciences            VP  

• History  TDM*    

2Nd  Cycle Degree Programmes

• Cultural Anthropology and Ethnology  ACC   

• Archaeology and Cultures of the Ancient World TDM*  

• Visual Arts

• Cinema, Television and Multimedia Production

• Digital humanities and digital knowledge 

• Music and Theatre Studies

• Philology, Literature and Classical Tradition

• Geography and Territorial Processes 

• Italian Studies, European Literary Cultures, Linguistics  
EM   TDM  

• Philosophical Sciences  TDM  

• History and Oriental Studies  ACC*  TDM  

• Semiotics

Ravenna Campus
1st  cycle degree programme
• Cultural Heritage  VP  

2Nd  Cycle Degree Programmes
• History, Preservation and Enhancement of Artistic and 

Archaeological Heritage and Landscape

• Library and Archive Science

Single Cycle Degree Programme

• Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Heritage NP   

(10 Places)

Rimini Campus
1St  Cycle Degree Programme
• Fashion Cultures and Techniques  VP  

2nd  cycle degree programmes
• Fashion Culture and Management  

ACC*

TDM*
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School of Foreign 
Languages and Literature, 

Interpreting and 
Translation

www.foreignlanguages.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes 

• Foreign Languages and Literature NP   (460 places)  TDM  

• Asian Languages, Markets and Cultures  NP   (120 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes

• Language, Society and Communication    

• Modern, Post-Colonial and Comparative Literatures  TDM*  

• Italian Culture and Language for Foreigners TDM*  

Forlì Campus
1st  cycle degree programme
• Intercultural and Linguistic Mediation  NP   (182 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes

• Interpreting  NP   (32 places)

• Specialized Translation  NP   (62 places)

TDM

TDM*

EM
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Titolo da definire

School of Medicine www.medicina.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes  

• Dietistic - awarding the professional health qualification of Dietician NP*   (21 places)

• Professional Education - awarding the professional health qualification of Professional Educator (Imola) NP*   

   (45 places) 

• Physiotherapy - awarding the professional health qualification of Physiotherapist NP*   (73 places) 

• Dental Hygiene - awarding the professional health qualification of Dental Hygienist NP*   (25 places) 

• Nursing - awarding the professional health qualification of Nurse NP*   (248 places) 

• Midwifery - awarding the professional health qualification of Midwife NP*   (30 places) 

• Podiatry - awarding the professional health qualification of Podologist NP*   (13 places) 

• Environment and Workplace Prevention Techniques - awarding the professional health qualification of environment  

    and workplace prevention Technician (Imola) NP*   (25 places) 

• Biomedical Laboratory Techniques - awarding the professional health qualification of biomedical laboratory 

   Technician NP*   (16 places) 

• Neurophysiopathology Techniques awarding the professional health qualification of Neurophysiopathologist NP*  

   (15 places) 

• Imaging and Radiotherapy Techniques - awarding the professional health qualification of Radiology Technician NP*   

   (27 places) 

• Orthopaedics Techniques - awarding the professional health qualification of Orthopaedics Technician NP*   

   (17 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes 

• Medical Biotechnology  TDM   

• Health Professions of Prevention Sciences (Imola)  NP   (15 places)

• Nursing and Midwifery Sciences  NP   (25 places)
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Single cycle degree programme 

• Medicine and Surgery  NP*   (330 places)

• Medicine and Surgery  NP*   (60 places)

• School of Dentistry  NP*   (33 places)

Ravenna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes  

• Nursing - awarding the professional health qualification of Nurse (Faenza) NP   (145 places)

• Speech and Language Therapy - awarding the professional health qualification of Speech Therapist (Faenza)  NP  

   (21 places)

Rimini Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes 

• Health Assistance - awarding the professional health qualification of Health Assistant NP   (21 places)

• Nursing - awarding the professional health qualification of Nurse NP   (194 places)
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School of Psychology 
and Education

www.psicologiaformazione.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes  

• Educator in Childhood Social Services  NP   (300 places)

• Expert in Social and Cultural Education  NP   (300 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes 

• Pedagogy-Science of Education  NP   (125 places)

• Planning and Managing of Educational Intervention in Social Distress  NP   (125 places)

• Applied Cognitive Psychology 

• Science of Lifelong Educational Processes

Single cycle degree programme 

• Primary Teacher Education  NP*   (300 places)

Cesena Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes  

• Psychological Sciences and Techniques  NP   (300 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes 
• Neurosciences and Neuro-Psychological Rehabilitation

• Clinical Psychology   TDM  

• Work organizational and personnel psychology     

• School and Community Psychology  TDM  

Rimini Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes  

• Expert in Social and Cultural Education  NP   (230 places)

2nd  cycle degree programmes 

• Planning and Managing of Educational Intervention in Social Distress  NP   (100 places)

EM TC
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School of Sciencewww.scienze.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes  

• Astronomy             (75 places)

• Chemistry and Materials Chemistry  NP   (130 places)  TOLC  

• Industrial Chemistry  NP   (130 places)  TOLC  

• Physics            (150 places)

• Computer Science  NP   (150 places)   TOLC  

• Information Science for Management  NP   (150 places)  TOLC  

• Mathematics

• Biological Sciences  NP   (220 places)  TOLC  

• Geological Sciences NP   (75 places)  TOLC  

• Natural Sciences  NP   (75 places)  TOLC  

2nd  cycle degree programmes 

• Astrophysics and Cosmology

• Biodiversity and Evolution

• Bioinformatics  TDM   

• Chemistry   TDM   

• Industrial Chemistry  

• Physics 

• Physics of the Earth System 

• Photochemistry and Molecular Materials  

• Geology and Land Management

• Computer Science

• Low Carbon Technologies and Sustainable Chemistry

• Mathematics

• Sciences and Management of Nature

NP TOLC

NP TOLC

VP TOLC

EM TDM

TDM*
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Cesena Campus
1st  cycle degree programme

• Computer Science and Engineering  NP   (200 Places)  TOLC   

Ravenna Campus
1St  cycle degree programmes

• Chemistry and Technologies for the Environment and Materials (Faenza) NP   (35 Places)  TOLC   

• Environmental Sciences

2Nd  cycle degree programmes 

• Environmental Assessment and Management    

• Marine Biology 

• Science for the Conservation-Restoration of Cultural Heritage  ACC   

Rimini Campus
1St  cycle degree programme

• Chemistry and Technologies for the Environment And Materials  NP   (57 Places)

VP TOLC

TOLC

EM TDM
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School of Political 
Sciences

www.politicalsciences.unibo.it

Bologna Campus
1st  cycle degree programmes  

• Political, Social and International Sciences NP    (640 Places) 

• Social Work NP   (120 Places)  TOLC  

• International Development and Cooperation             (200 Places) 

2nd  cycle degree programmes 

• Public and Corporate Communication            (120 places)

• Politics Administration and Organization              (90 places)  TDM*  

• International Relations  NP   (140 places)  ACC   

• Sociology and Social Work

• Local and Global Development              (80 places) 

Forlì Campus
1St  cycle degree programmes 

• International Relations and Diplomatic Affairs              (480 places)  

• Sociology  VP  

2Nd  cycle degree programmes 

• Interdisciplinary Research and Studies on Eastern Europe             (50 places)  TC   

• International Politics and Markets             (42 places)

• Mass Media and Politics

• Criminology for Investigation and Security

• International Relations and Diplomatic Affairs               (120 places)  TDM   ACC   

Ravenna Campus
2nd  cycle degree programme

• International Cooperation on human rights and intercultural heritage

TOLC

TOLC

NP

TDM

TOLC

TOLC

NP

NP

NP

NP

NP

NP

TDM*

TDM

NP





Multicampus
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Cesena Campus

The university campus in Cesena was established in 1989 running 

the First Cycle Degree Programme in Information Sciences. The-

reafter the site expanded, to become an official Campus in 2012. 

Cesena has a young, dynamic campus, with solid ties to the local 

production system. Its programme catalogue is renowned for its 

strong scientific and technological vocation, as well as for the 

quality of its teaching and student services. 

Part of the University of Bologna’s Multicampus Project, striving 

to develop far-reaching and stable teaching and research activi-

ties throughout the territory, the Cesena Campus runs projects to 

increase the quality of teaching, provide valid student services, 

support the development of research, foster relations between 

the university and local businesses and facilitate entry into the 

labour market for its graduates. 

The Departments and Research Centre working on the Campus 

boast important national and international scientific collabora-

tions, offering a concrete contribution to local development.

The Campus provides joint administrative, information, ac-

counting and library services to the teaching and research faci-

lities. Many of the student services are assured by the Academic 

Service Unit which – through its guidance services, student 

administration offices, teaching offices, URP (Public Relations 

Office), international relations, internships and placement units 

– provides initial and ongoing guidance, including advice on in-

ternational mobility, internships, careers guidance and job pla-

cement schemes, helping students to manage their study plans 

and careers.

www.unibo.it/en/campuscesena

Schools (with Vice-Deanship)
• Engineering and Architecture 

• Psychology and Education 

Departments and Local Organisational Units 
(U.O.S.) of other Departments  
• Department of Architecture (DA) 

• U.O.S. - Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

• U.O.S. - Department of Electrical, Electronic, and 

Information Engineering “Guglielmo Marconi”

• U.O.S.- Department of Psychology 

• U.O.S. - Department of Agricultural and Food Sciences 

• U.O.S. - Department of Veterinary Medical Sciences

Degree Programmes 
School of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine. 1st  cycle 

degree programmes: Aquaculture and Fish Production 

Hygiene (Cesenatico); Food Technology; Viticulture and 

Enology. 2nd  cycle degree programmes: Food Science and 

Technology.

School of Engineering and Architecture. 1st  cycle degree 

programmes: Biomedical Engineering; Electronics Enginee-

ring for Energy and Information. 2nd  cycle degree program-

mes: Biomedical Engineering; Computer Science and Engine-

ering; Electronics and Telecommunications Engineering for 

Energy. Single cycle degree programme: Architecture. 

School of Psychology and Education. 1st  cycle degree pro-

gramme: Psychological Sciences and Techniques. 2nd  cycle 

degree programmes: Neurosciences and Neuro-Psychologi-

cal Rehabilitation; Clinical Psychology; Work organizational 

and personnel psychology; School and Community Psycho-

logy. 

School of Science. 1st  cycle degree programme: Computer 

Science and Engineering.
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Forlì Campus

www.unibo.it/en/campusforli

The Forlì Campus is a reference in the creation of the Multi-

campus model, making the programme catalogue available and 

establishing permanent research activities in the territory, aiming 

to improve the operation and quality of life of the university com-

munity.

The range of teaching programmes in Forlì has always been cha-

racterised by its international identity, supported by highly voca-

tional programmes with a particular focus on the job market, and 

increasingly integrated and open to the innovating global eco-

nomy. All Schools offer first and second cycle programmes, some 

of which are held in English. The Campus also runs a number of 

Post-Graduate programmes, including International Professional 

Masters (with dual qualification) and the PhD programme in Tran-

slation, Interpreting and Interculturality.

The range of student services includes a number of initiatives 

and projects focusing on the right to education: study halls and 

reading rooms, numerous workstations in the Computer Lab for 

surfing the Internet and using software applications, WiFi cove-

rage throughout the Campus, the Campus Central Library, and 

the “Sassi-Masini” residences open to all students during the 

weekend. Other student services include sports facilities, nume-

rous food and catering benefits and discounts, services for disa-

bled and disadvantaged students for inclusion in the university 

community. 

The Campus runs information and guidance desks and services 

for the many international and exchange students, and fosters 

entry into the job market via its many contacts and agreements 

with the business world and trade associations. The Campus also 

hosts many student associations. 

 

Schools (with Vice-Deanship)
• Foreign Languages and Literatures, Interpreting and 

Translation  

• Political Sciences 

• Economics, Management, and Statistics 

Departments and Local Organisational Units (U.O.S.) 
of other Departments 
• Department of Interpreting and Translation 

• U.O.S. - Department of Industrial Engineering 

• U.O.S. - Department of Management

• U.O.S. - Department of Economics 

• U.O.S. - Department of Sociology and Business Law

• U.O.S. - Department of Political and Social Sciences

Degree Programmes 
School of Economics, Management, and Statistics.  

1st  cycle degree programme: Economics and Business. 

2nd  cycle degree programmes: Economics and Commerce; Eco-

nomics and management; Management for Social Economy.

School of Engineering and Architecture. 1st  cycle degree 

programmes: Aerospace Engineering, Mechanical Engineering. 

2nd  cycle degree programmes: Aerospace Engineering; Me-

chanical Engineering.

School of Foreign Languages and Literatures, Interpreting 

and Translation. 1st  cycle degree programme: Intercultural 

and Linguistic Mediation. 2nd  cycle degree programmes: In-

terpreting; Specialized Translation.

School of Political Sciences. 1st  cycle degree program-

mes: International Relations and Diplomatic Affairs; So-

ciology. 2nd  cycle degree programmes: Interdisciplinary Research 

and Studies on Eastern Europe; Mass Media and Politics; Crimino-

logy for Investigation and Security; International Relations and Di-

plomatic Affairs.
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Ravenna Campus

www.unibo.it/en/campusravenna

The University of Bologna has been active in Ravenna since 

1963. Over the years its presence has developed to become 

a fully integrated part of the local community, in this wel-

coming city rich in history, art and culture, embracing the 

vocations and specificities of the local area, and in 2012 it 

established the University Campus as part of the Alma Ma-

ter’s “Multicampus” organisation.

Today it represents a highly qualified place of teaching and 

research, with a rich programme catalogue: in addition to the 

“historical” programmes in the field of Cultural Heritage and 

Environmental Sciences, with excavation works performed 

worldwide and specialist laboratories for the study, protec-

tion and exploitation of cultural heritage and environmental 

resources, recently more innovative and international pro-

grammes have been started, in Legal Sciences, Environmen-

tale  Assessment and Management, Marine Biology, Building 

Engineering, Preservation and Restoration of the Cultural He-

ritage, Library and Archive Science, Chemistry and Technolo-

gies for the Environment and Materials, and in some Medical 

professions run at the site in Faenza.

At the same time, the Campus has strengthened its uni-

versity services, making available study halls for students, 

opening the library in the evenings, and providing incoming 

services, catering facilities, the University Language Centre, 

and Guidance facilities, allowing graduates to make more 

aware choices for the future, with careers guidance inter-

views, workshops supporting active job seeking, Career Days 

and opportunities to spend time studying or on an internship 

abroad.

Schools (with Vice-Deanship)
• Arts, Humanities, and Cultural Heritage  

Departments and Local Organisational Units 
(U.O.S.) of other Departments  
• Department of Cultural Heritage 

• U.O.S. - Department of History and Cultures

• U.O.S. - Department of Biological, Geological, and 

Environmental Sciences

• U.O.S. - Department of Legal Studies 

Degree Programmes 
School of Law. 1st  cycle degree programme: Business and 

Public Administration Consultant. Single cycle degree pro-

gramme: Law.

School of Engineering and Architecture. 1st  cycle degree 

programme: Building Engineering. 2nd  cycle degree pro-

gramme: Engineering of Building Processes and Systems.

School of Arts, Humanities, and Cultural Heritage. 1st  

cycle degree programme: Cultural Heritage. 2nd  cycle de-

gree programmes: History, Preservation and Enhancement 

of Artistic and Archaeological Heritage and Landscape; Li-

brary and Archive Science. Single cycle degree programme: 

Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Heritage.

School of Medicine. 1st  cycle degree programmes: Nur-

sing, Speech and Language Therapy.

School of Science. 1st  cycle degree programmes: Chemi-

stry and Technologies for the Environment and Materials; 

Environmental Sciences. 2nd  cycle degree programmes: 

Environmental Assessment and Management; Marine Bio-

logy; Science for the Conservation-Restoration of Cultural 

Heritage. School of Political Sciences. 2nd  cycle degree 

programmes: International cooperation on human rights 

and intercultural heritage, Protection of Human Rights and 

Cultural Heritage.

Ravenna Campus
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Rimini Campus

www.unibo.it/en/campusrimini

The presence of the University of Bologna in Rimini, established 

in 1971 with the Special School of Tourism Studies, has beco-

me increasingly deeply rooted in the region over the years. The 

educational activities and branches of research currently thriving 

on Campus cover topics such as personal wellbeing, tourism, 

leisure and fashion, insurance and financial risk management, 

administration and business strategies, economic analysis of 

environmental services, issues concerning chemistry and waste 

technology, certain health professions and the science of educa-

tion. Numerous degree programmes are taught in English, given 

the strong international vocation of the Campus. The Rimini Cam-

pus offers an interdisciplinary Centralised Library, which is also 

open in the evening, computer labs and workshops dedicated to 

scientific research and highly specialised technology. WiFi ac-

cess is omnipresent, plus there is also a Student Language Cen-

tre and a University Sport Centre (CUSB). Both Italian and inter-

national students are guaranteed psychological support services 

and assistance for those who have special needs or difficulties. 

Particular care is dedicated to the guidance service, designed to 

facilitate students in making informed course choices on their 

journey through university and to enhance employment possi-

bilities through internships, guidance activities and workshops 

in active job searching. There are also numerous opportunities 

for learning experiences and internships abroad. The Campus, 

thanks also to our collaboration with ER-GO, provides a Student 

Residence, a Canteen and study spaces which are also open in 

the evenings and at weekends. Local institutions and public bo-

dies support our facilities because they understand that collabo-

ration in achieving common objectives is a crucial factor in the 

economic and social development of the area.

Schools (with Vice-Deanship)
• Pharmacy, Biotechnology, and Sport Sciences 

• Economics, Management, and Statistics 

Departments and Local Organisational Units 
(U.O.S.) of other Departments 
• Department for Life Quality Studies 
• U.O.S. -  Department of Industrial Chemistry “Toso Montanari”
• U.O.S. - Department of Management
• U.O.S. - Department of Economics 
• U.O.S. - Department of Statistical Sciences “Paolo Fortunati”

Degree Programmes
School of Economics, Management, and Statistics.  
1st  cycle degree programmes: Economics of Tourism; Busi-
ness Economics; Finance, Insurance and Business. 2nd  cycle 
degree programmes: Business Administration and Manage-
ment; Resource Economics and Sustainable Development; Sta-
tistical, Financial and Actuarial Sciences; Tourism Economics 
and Management. School of Pharmacy, Biotechnology, and 
Sport Sciences.  1st  cycle degree programmes: Exercise and 
Sport Sciences. 2nd  cycle degree programme: Advanced Co-
smetic Sciences; Wellness Culture; Sport Health and Tourism; 
Sciences and Techniques of Preventive and Adapted Physical 
Activities Single cycle degree programme: Pharmacy. School 
of Arts, Humanities, and Cultural Heritage. 1st  cycle degree 
programme: Fashion Cultures and Techniques. 2nd  cycle de-
gree programme: Fashion Culture and Management. School 
of Medicine. 1st  cycle degree programmes: Health Assistan-
ce; Nursing.  School of Psychology and Education. 1st  cycle 
degree programme: Expert in Social and Cultural Education. 
2nd  cycle degree programme: Planning and Managing of Edu-
cational Intervention in Social Distress.   School of Science. 
1St  cycle degree programme: Chemistry and Technologies for 
the Environment and Materials.
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Buenos Aires Campus

www.unibo.it/en/university/campuses-and-structures/
buenos-aires-campus

The Buenos Aires Centre, part of the University of Bologna, 

founded in 1998, collaborates with some degree programmes 

of the School of Economics, Management, and Statistics and 

the School of Political Sciences, offering an opportunity to 

attend structured mobility programmes with courses taught 

by University of Bologna Professors and other couses held in 

Buenos Aires by Argentinian partner universities. Courses are 

taught in English and Spanish. Requirements  for admission 

are listed every year in the calls.

The Argentinian center provides students with a range of fa-

cilities: library services, study and reading areas, computer 

stations with Internet access and WiFi coverage. Support 

services for the steps necessary to obtain a visa and for fin-

ding accommodation are also available.

School of Economics, Management and Statistics 
First cycle degree programme  in Business and Economics

Curriculum: first year of study in Buenos Aires; second year 

in Bologna; third year in Bologna, or option of one or two se-

mesters in Buenos Aires (languages: English and Spanish in 

Buenos Aires; English in Bologna).

School of Political Sciences
First cycle degree programme in Political, Social and Inter-

national Sciences 

First cycle degree programme in International Relations 

and Diplomatic Affairs

Curriculum: the first year or one semester in the third year can 

be undertaken in Buenos Aires, the rest of the course takes 

place in Bologna or Forlì (languages: English and Spanish in 

the period in Buenos Aires; Italian in Bologna/Forlì).

School of Engineering and Architecture
First cycle degree programme in Engineering Management

Curriculum: first semester in the third year in Buenos Aires, the 

rest of the course in Bologna (languages: English and Spanish 

in the period in Buenos Aires; Italian in Bologna).
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Right to Education and 
student services 

Glossary
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URP - Ufficio Relazioni con il Pubblico/
Public Relations Office
The University Public Relations Office supports access to 

and use of the university facilities, offering advice and infor-

mation from its front office as well as remotely via its call 

centre and e-mail service. The URP promotes and facilitates 

information and communication activities for students, pro-

viding general information and supporting specific needs of 

users.

URP - Bologna
Largo Trombetti, 1  |  40126 Bologna

call center +39 051 209 9349  | Fax +39 051 208 6224  

urp@unibo.it

Call center: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 11.00 

am - 1.00 pm | Tuesday and Thursday 3.00 - 4.30 pm

Opening hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 

9.00- 11.15 am | Tuesday and Thursday 2.00 - 3.00 pm

www.unibo.it/PublicRelationsOffice

URP - Cesena Campus  
Via Montalti, 69  | 47521 Cesena

Tel +39 0547 338900 - skype urp.ce | Fax +39 0547 338901  

urp.cesena@unibo.it

Opening hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 

9.00 am - 12.00 pm | Tuesday and Thursday 2.30 - 5.00 pm

www.unibo.it/UrpCesena

URP - Forlì Campus
Piazzale Solieri, 1  |  47121 Forlì

Tel +39 0543 374800 - skype urp.fo  |  Fax +39 0543 374801  

urp.forli@unibo.it

Call center: Monday, Wednesday and Friday 9.00 am - 11.00 am 

Front Office opening hours only by appointment

www.unibo.it/UrpForli

URP - Ravenna Campus
Via Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936290  |  Fax +39 0544 936250  

urp.ravenna@unibo.it

Opening hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 

9.00 am - 12.00 pm | Tuesday and Thursday 2.30 - 3.30pm, 

or by appointment

www.unibo.it/UrpRavenna

URP - Rimini Campus
Via Cattaneo, 17  |  47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 434234  |  Fax +39 0541 434164  

urp.rimini@unibo.it

Call center: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 9.00 - 

11.15 am | 

FROM July to October, Front Office opening hours: Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 9.00 – 11:15 am or by 

appointment 

www.unibo.it/UrpRimini

Support and guidance 
services
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Guidance
The guidance services to make the right choices for studies 

are available on all campuses, targeting high school leavers, 

and enrolled students. The services provide students with in-

formation and guidance on the study programmes and career 

opportunities, individual guidance and on-line services.

The guidance services are available free of charge to stu-

dents, who can book an appointment on-line.

www.unibo.it/Orientamento   

Bologna
Largo Trombetti, 1  |  40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 9935  |  orientamento@unibo.it

Cesena
Via Montalti, 69  |  47521 Cesena

Tel +39 0547 339004-005  |  +39 0543 374860 |  

orientamento.fc@unibo.it

Forlì
P.le Solieri, 1  |  47121 Forlì

Tel +39 0543 374860  |  orientamento.fc@unibo.it

Ravenna
Via Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936297  |  campusravenna.tirocini@unibo.it

Rimini
Via Cattaneo, 17  |  47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 434369-370  | campusrimini.orientamento@unibo.it

Orientati con Unibo (Guidance with Unibo)
This is an online course for self-guidance aimed to support 

new students in choosing their degree programme. Orientati con 

Unibo is offered as a tool designed for integration and support 

during guidance activities, thus improving the effectiveness of 

existing services through the use of new technologies. 

orientati.unibo.it

School-Work experience
The University runs integrated School-Work experience pro-

grammes for 3rd, 4th and 5th year secondary school stu-

dents. These projects, agreed between the secondary school 

and the University host structure, enable students to focus 

their thoughts on possible curricula, transversal competen-

cies and University life in general. The Coordination Office 

arranges both welcome and wrap-up meetings. Students are 

accompanied by a tutor from the host structure at all times.

almaorienta.unibo.it/scuole-superiori/alternanza-scuola-lavoro

International Desk
The desk provides support to international students enrolling 

in degree programmes. It provides information on: pre-enrol-

ment at Italian Embassies, obtaining visa,university career 

and credits evaluations, admission and enrolment methods 

governing entry and residence in Italy. It also provides study 

grants and other financial support.

International students may also contact the joint desk with 

ER.GO providing information about benefits granted by Alma 

Mater - ER.GO.

www.unibo.it/internationalstudents

Tutoring
Tutors offer a point of reference for students during their uni-

versity careers. UNIBO has support tutors at the Schools and 

in the Student Residences, for degree programmes and for 

disabled and dyslexic students.

http://almaorienta.unibo.it/tutorato

Tutoring Services for disabled students and
Services for dyslexic students
Support services established to respond to the needs of stu-

dents with disabilities or learning disorders enrolled at the 

University of Bologna.

disabili@unibo.it  |  dislessia@unibo.it

www.studentidisabili.unibo.it  
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Paid tutoring activities
Calls for applications are launched for paid tutoring, supple-

mentary teaching, preparatory and support activities, open to 

qualified, deserving University of Bologna students.

www.unibo.it/Paidtutoringactivities 

University of Bologna - ER.GO grants
From A.Y. 2017/2018 the University of Bologna has a new sy-

stem for calculating tuition fees. All students pay based on 

their Equivalent Financial Situation Indicator (ISEE).

www.unibo.it/tasse2017-18

The University of Bologna and the Regional Board for the 

Right to Higher Education-ER.GO - support the right to edu-

cation through grant schemes and financial support accor-

ding to income and merit criteria:

• Student work-collaboration schemes (“150 hours”) - 

University of Bologna

• Study grants - ER.GO

• Housing services - ER.GO

• Food vouchers - ER.GO

• Benefits for disabled students - ER.GO

To obtain support, submit an application following the instruc-

tions given in the call for applications published in July on the 

ER.GO website, www.er-go.it and the University of Bologna 

website www.unibo.it/eng. 

Important information for obtaining benefits
The deadlines for applications are: early August for ac-

commodation, late September for study grants, “150 

hour” collaboration contracts and other benefits.

Applications for benefits may be submitted even before 

completing registration to the programme.

The deadlines indicated in the ER. GO calls are binding.

Read the calls for application carefully, to check that you 

meet the income and merit requirements.

Transfers from another University or another programme:  

Merit-based requirements are assessed on the basis of your 

first year of enrolment at the University, whatever year you 

are currently enrolled in. This may mean that you are no lon-

ger entitled to benefits. You are advised to read the ER.GO. 

call for applications carefully.

www.unibo.it/StudyGrants |  www.er-go.it

Support for international students
The University offers study grants and exemptions for inter-

national students based on merit criteria (i.e.Unibo Action 2 

and Unibo for Refugees).The calls for application are avai-

lable each year from January to enrol in the following year.

www.unibo.it/admissions

Benefits and 
financial support
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Online 
Services

Alma Digital Library
It is the the digital library of the University of Bologna. It 

gathers, stores and makes available digital collections on 

the web, to support teaching and research.

http://www.sba.unibo.it/en/almadl/  

Alma Wi-Fi
This is the University of Bologna network allowing students, 

professors, researchers, technical and administrative staff, 

research fellows, PhD students and collaborators of the Uni-

versity to access the Internet and the online services of the 

university directly from their own mobile devices.

www.unibo.it/wireless

Il Mio Portale Studenti/My Student Website
It is a tool which pools the university online services and 

utilities and can also be personalized by adding links to one’s 

teachers’ pages.

www.unibo.it/MioPortaleStudenti

La mia e-mail/My e-mail
This is the free e-mail facility offered to the students of 

the University. The 10 GB mail box has a range of integrated 

functions: chat, calendar management and sharing, 

Smartphone access and address book.

www.unibo.it/Myemail

Studenti Online/Students Online
This is a virtual office allowing students to complete a whole 

range of procedures linked to their university career on the 

web, from registration to graduation.

www.unibo.it/studentsonline
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Student Services

Accommodation
Students who do not meet the ER.GO housing requirements 

can consult online services (www.unibo.it/PiattaformeAl-

loggi) helping anyone offering or seeking accommodation in 

the city. Students can also contact the unit for the Right to 

Study to get information and advice on rental contracts.

International students may contact the Student Accomoda-

tion and Information Service (www.sais.ceur.it) to get infor-

mation on online platforms managing the supply and demand 

of student accommodation. 

www.unibo.it/Accommodations

www.unibo.it/en/international/online-platforms-to-of-

fer-and-find-student-accommodation

AlmaEnglish
AlmaEnglish is a project offering students and staff of the 

University of Bologna the opportunity to improve their En-

glish language skills, acquire learning credits and internatio-

nal language certification to level B1 and B2, free of charge.  

www.unibo.it/AlmaEnglish

UniboCultura initiatives
UniboCultura gathers in one ample programme all the non-

specialistic events organised and promoted by the University, 

often in collaboration with other cultural entities from its sur-

rounding community. Sign up to the UniboCultura newsletter, 

and receive updates on the University’s cultural events (only 

available in Italian): www.unibo.it/UniboCultura

AlmaMathematica
The project provides online resources to consolidate basic 

mathematics learning for future freshers in their transition 

from secondary school to university. AlmaMathematica helps 

to guide students in choosing scientific and technical de-

gree programmes or, more generally, any programme with an 

entrance exam and one or more course units in mathemati-

cal subjects. It is also a reference for University of Bologna 

freshers who have been assigned OFA in mathematics.

www.unibo.it/almamathematica

Student Associations and Cooperatives
Student associations play an important role in sup-
porting the aggregation of students in university life. 
www.unibo.it/StudentAssociations

Libraries and museums
The University of Bologna includes a broad network of mu-

seums, libraries and documentary services providing support 

to teaching, research and to professional and cultural ac-

tivities of students, professors, technicians, graduates and 

scholars from any country.

www.unibo.it/Libraries | www.unibo.it/UniversityMuseumSystem
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University Choir and Orchestra
The Collegium Musicum represents the official choir and or-

chestra of the University of Bologna.

The musical groups of the Collegium Musicum are open to all 

Italian and international UNIBO students.

www.collegiummusicumbolognabologna.com

CUSB - University sports center
Join the University Sports Centre Bologna - CUSB to get in-

volved in sporting activities. Using your membership card you 

can sign up and participate in summer and winter sporting 

activities, courses and tournaments at all the University’s 

campuses. You can also take advantage of discounts at parti-

cipating sport centers and benefit from prescribed insurance 

benefits.

www.cusb.unibo.it

Study and reading areas
Study rooms, municipal libraries and the Emeroteca del Mulino.

www.unibo.it/StudyRoomsBologna

Canteens and partner catering services
Students are entitled to discounts at the university canteens 

and some partner catering facilities. A number of pausapran-

zo@unibo catering facilities are available, equipped with mi-

crowave ovens, where students can consume their own food 

brought from home or purchased outside the university.

www.unibo.it/canteensandcateringbologna

SAP - Psychological support service
The Psychology Department provides a free psychologi-

cal support service for all University students and young 

people resident in Bologna aged between 20 and 28. 

www.unibo.it/PsychologicalSupport

Transport and mobility
Students of the University of Bologna can use pu-

blic transport in Bologna at discounted rates. 

www.unibo.it/Transport

YoungER Card
This is a free card issued by the Municipality of Bologna to 

young people aged between 15 and 29, allowing them to di-

scover the city at discount prices.

www.flashgiovani.it
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Studying abroad

Studying in Europe and the rest of the world
The University of Bologna offers students various opportuni-

ties to undertake a part of their studies abroad. 

For example, the programme ERASMUS+ study allows stu-

dents to spend between three and twelve months at Euro-

pean and non-European universities to attend course units, 

take exams and obtain recognition.

The programme, promoted by the EU, offers a financial con-

tribution to cover expenses for the period abroad.

The call for applications is published every year in Decem-

ber/January for departures in the following academic year.

Instead, the OVERSEAS Programme is an initiative organised 

and funded by the University of Bologna that offers students 

the chance to spend a period of study of one or two seme-

sters at prestigious partner Universities in Europe, America, 

Asia and Oceania.

The programme exonerates students from paying enrolment 

fees at the hosting institute and allows them to take advan-

tage of the same services that the foreign university offers 

to its own students.  The University of Bologna provides a 

contribution to cover the main expenses.. The contribution 

varies depending on the length of the stay. At the end of the 

exchange period, students can request the recognition of the 

exams taken abroad.

The call for applications is published every year in Septem-

ber/October for departures in the following academic year.

www.unibo.it/StudyingAbroad

Periods of research abroad 
(Preparing the dissertation abroad)
The Schools of the University offer a financial contribution 

to students who wish to spend periods of research abroad to 

prepare and study for their dissertation. The calls for appli-

cations are published yearly on the School websites and are 

also open to students who have graduated within the prior 

six months.

Studying abroad to obtain joint, double, multiple 
degrees
Every year, the Schools select students to undertake a part 

of their studies at a partner university abroad with the aim 

of obtaining joint, double or multiple degrees. The calls for 

applications are published on the School websites.

This period of mobility can also be funded by the applying for 

a mobility period to a foreign University partner within the 

Erasmus+ study programme.

Summer and Winter Schools
Summer and Winter Schools are intensive international 

courses that last a few weeks and award university edu-

cational credits. The University of Bologna offers a number 

of Summer and Winter School courses with lectures and 

workshops, but also activities designed to discover the cul-

ture and traditions of Emilia-Romagna. Most schools hold 

courses in English.

www.unibo.it/SummerSchool 
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Careers guidance

Job Placement 
Job Placement service puts graduates in contact with the 

job market, offering concrete support for finding a profes-

sion that matches their studies and aspirations. Graduates 

can consult the on-line job advertisements noticeboard, take 

part in events (Career Days, Recruiting Days, company pre-

sentations, etc.) and have interviews.

www.jobplacement.unibo.it 

Careers Guidance Service
Career guidance

The Career Guidance Service assists final-year students 

and new graduates during the delicate phase of entry into 

the world of work, supporting them in the definition of their 

skills, aptitudes and aspirations, as well as in the acquisition 

of information about job opportunities and the development 

of job hunting strategies. 

Students and graduates have access to the following special 

services:

• Laboratories on CV preparation, job interviews and pro-

active job hunting techniques

• Individual advice on how to identify professional objec-

tives and complete the career guidance process.

Detailed information about each service can be found at:

www.unibo.it/Orientamento/Lavoro

Internships 
Internships are training periods spent in a business or insti-

tution, offering an opportunity for direct experience of the 

world of work. It allows students to further study, apply and 

broaden the knowledge acquired during their studies and 

become more aware of their own future professional choi-

ces. The University of Bologna offers students the possibi-

lity to perform internships during their studies (curricular 

internships) and after graduating (professional internships).

almaorienta.unibo.it/tirocini

Traineeships abroad
Through the Erasmus+ for Traineeship programme, students 

can carry out internships at European businesses or at trai-

ning and research centres for a period of 3 months. 

Grants are available for this programme. Calls for application 

are published in March of the current academic year.

www.unibo.it/mobilityfortraineeships 
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Student Administration 
Offices

School of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine
Agraria - Bologna

Viale Fanin, 50 - 40127 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 6501  |  segagr@unibo.it

Medicina Veterinaria - Bologna

Via Tolara di Sopra, 50  |  40064 - Ozzano dell’Emilia

Tel +39 051 209 7980/7981/7982  |  segvet@unibo.it

Cesena Campus

Via Montalti, 69  |  47023 Cesena

Tel +39 0547 338 850  |  segcesena@unibo.it

School of Economics, Management, and Statistics
Bologna

Via Zamboni, 33  |  Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 9270  |  segecosta@unibo.it

Forlì Campus

Padiglione Melandri, Piazzale Solieri, 1  |  47121 Forlì

Tel +39 0543 374 809  |  segforli@unibo.it

Rimini Campus

Via Cattaneo, 17  |  47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 434 234  |  segrimini@unibo.it

School of Pharmacy, Biotechnology, and Sport Sciences
Bologna

Via San Donato, 19/2  |  40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 20 95640  |  segfarbiomot@unibo.it

Rimini Campus 

Via Cattaneo, 17  |  47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 4 34234  |  segrimini@unibo.it

School of Law
Bologna

Via Zamboni 33  |  40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 4012/4013/4014  |  seggiuri@unibo.it

Ravenna Campus

Via Alfredo Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936251  |  segravenna@unibo.it

School of Engineering and Architecture
Bologna

Via Saragozza, 10  |  40123 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 3910/3911/3930/3993/3994  |  seging@unibo.it

Cesena Campus

Palazzo Urbinati, via Montalti, 69  |  47521 Cesena

Tel +39 0547 338850  |  segcesena@unibo.it

Forlì Campus

Padiglione Melandri, piazzale Solieri, 1  |  47121 Forlì

Tel +39 0543 374809  |  segforli@unibo.it

Ravenna Campus

Via Alfredo Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936251  |  segravenna@unibo.it

www.unibo.it/StudentsAdministrationOffice
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School of Arts, Humanities, and Cultural Heritage
Bologna

Viale Filopanti, 1 (entrata da Mura Anteo Zamboni 2/A)

40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 5980  |  seglet@unibo.it

Ravenna Campus

Via Alfredo Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936251  |  segravenna@unibo.it

Rimini Campus

Via Cattaneo, 17  |  47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 434234  |  segrimini@unibo.it

School of Foreign Languages and Literature, 
Interpreting and Translation
Bologna

Via Bertoloni, 4  |  40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 4663  |  segscform@unibo.it

Forlì Campus

Padiglione Melandri, piazzale Solieri, 1  |  47121 Forlì

Tel +39 0543 374809  |  segforli@unibo.it

School of Medicine
Bologna  

Policlinico S. Orsola-Malpighi (Polo Murri)

Via Massarenti, 9  |  40138 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 4601  |  segmed@unibo.it

Ravenna Campus

Via Alfredo Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936251  |  segravenna@unibo.it

Rimini Campus 

Via Cattaneo 17  |  47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 434234  |  segrimini@unibo.it

School of Psychology and Education
Bologna

Via Bertoloni, 4  | 40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 4663/4665/4666/4668  |  segscform@unibo.it

Cesena Campus

Palazzo Urbinati, via Montalti, 69  |  47521 Cesena

Tel +39 0547 338850  |  segcesena@unibo.it

Rimini Campus

Via Cattaneo, 17  | 47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 434234  |  segrimini@unibo.it

School of Science
Bologna

Via Zamboni, 33  |  40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 9917  |  segscmfn@unibo.it

Cesena Campus

Palazzo Urbinati, via Montalti, 69  |  47521 Cesena

Tel +39 0547 338850  |  segcesena@unibo.it

Ravenna Campus 

Via Alfredo Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936251  |  segravenna@unibo.it

Rimini Campus

Via Cattaneo, 17  |  47921 Rimini

Tel +39 0541 434234  |  segrimini@unibo.it

School of Political Sciences
Bologna

Via Zamboni, 33  |  40126 Bologna

Tel +39 051 209 9166  |  segscpol@unibo.it

Forlì Campus

Padiglione Melandri, piazzale Solieri, 1  |  47121 Forlì

Tel +39 0543 374809  |  segforli@unibo.it

Ravenna Campus

Via Alfredo Baccarini, 27  |  48121 Ravenna

Tel +39 0544 936251  |  segravenna@unibo.it
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Student 
Glossary

Accordo di collaborazione/Cooperation Agreement

Through agreements signed with European and non-Europe-

an universities, students have the opportunity to spend study 

periods abroad, obtaining the required educational credits 

set out in specific regulations.

CFU University educational Credits (Credito Formativo 

Universitario)

The unit of measure of a student’s overall effort, recognised 

as acquired learning outcomes, which includes: individual 

study, lessons, workshops and internships which each study

programme defines in varying percentages. 1 CFU = 25 hours 

of overall learning effort. 1 CFU = 1 ECTS (European Credit 

Transfer System).

Programme (or curriculum) entirely in English

The programme, or one of its curricula, is delivered in English, 

offering students the opportunity to develop and consolidate 

their language skills. Due to the international nature of these 

programmes, students have the possibility to experience an 

intercultural and multilingual context.

Loss of student status  

The condition of students who do not obtain all the credits 

laid down in their study plan by the deadlines established in 

the Student Regulation (art.19). If you have lost your student 

status, in order to restart your studies you must register for 

the programme you are interested in again and may apply for 

the recognition of any course unit already passed.

Erasmus Mundus (Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree)

European Commission Programme supporting international 

degree programmes run jointly by several European univer-

sities and recognised for their excellence (Erasmus Mundus 

programmes). The Programme provides study grants for mo-

bility to and from other countries around the world.

Matriculation

Enrolment to the first year of a degree programme. First year 

students (freshers) are given a matriculation number which is 

used for all university procedures.

Regular enrolment  

Students regularly enrolled according to the normal duration 

of the degree programme (e.g. 3 years for first cycle, 2 years 

for second cycle degrees).

Re-enrolment

Students enrolled in a degree programme beyond the normal 

duration, not aligned to the exam schedule and who have not 

obtained the qualification or passed the exams required for 

admission to the final examination.

First/Second/Single Cycle Degree

The qualification obtained after having passed the exams laid 

down in your study plan and having completed the final exa-

mination by presenting your dissertation.

OFA  (Additional Learning Requirements) 

The learning requirements assigned to candidates who have 

not passed the assessment of knowledge. In this case, the 
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students can register for the programme, but must complete 

the additional learning requirements during the first year, in 

the methods applicable to the specific programme. 

Study Plan

The list of (mandatory, core, elective) learning activities the 

student plans to follow throughout the chosen degree pro-

gramme; the study plan is generally submitted for each year 

of enrolment, in the periods set for each programme.

Assessment of basic knowledge

The exam or other method of assessing the knowledge of can-

didates in key subject areas, required to register for a first or 

single cycle degree programme. Although it is not selective, 

candidates for all degree programmes must sit the assessment 

of knowledge.

For degree programmes with open access, you must register for 

the assessment. In most cases this comes before registration; 

in these cases, if you have not sat the assessment you cannot 

register for the programme. Important: some deadlines are 

set very early (February, March, April).

For programmes with restricted access, this assessment is 

generally part of the entrance exam. Students must obtain the 

minimum score set in order to demonstrate that they possess 

the required competences. Some programmes with restricted 

access also have an additional entrance exam. 

Repeating student

The condition in which students may find themselves if their 

degree programme has specific rules for passing from one 

year to the next. If the student administration office finds 

that a student’s career is not in line with the established 

rules, it automatically changes the student status to “repe-

ating student” (e.g. students who have not completed their 

OFA, have not passed a specific exam, have not obtained 

an attendance certificate for a mandatory learning activi-

ty, etc.). Repeating students cannot sit exams listed in the 

subsequent programme years and lose their right to ER-GO 

benefits. 

Entrance exam  

The selection procedure candidates must pass to register for 

programmes with restricted access: candidates not passing 

the exam will not be permitted to register for the program-

me. Admission to some programmes is managed via the TOLC 

tests.

Titolo congiunto/Joint qualification

The programme is designed, developed and run together 

with foreign or Italian universities and governed by specific 

agreements. Students are awarded a single qualification af-

ter complying with the programme requirements and having 

obtained the learning credits in line with the mobility plan.

Where local legislation permits, the partner universities 

issue a single degree certificate signed by the respective 

rectors. Otherwise a certificate is issued by each university.

Qualification (degree)  

Academic qualification obtained at the end of a degree program-

me run by the University. It has the same validity for all Italian 
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universities. At the end of a first cycle degree, graduates obtain 

the Italian title “Dottore”. At the end of second or single cycle de-

grees, graduates obtain the Italian title of “Dottore magistrale”.

Double or multiple degree 

According to specific agreements signed with foreign universi-

ties, either the whole programme or one of its curricula, may 

have precise links with similar programmes run by the part-

ner universities and include the possibility to spend periods 

studying at these universities. At the end of the programme, 

students are awarded not only a degree from the University of 

Bologna, but also the academic qualifications of the partner 

universities.

Assessment of personal competences and skills

The assessment procedure laid down for registration to a 

second cycle degree programme. Candidates must also meet 

specific curricular requirements. This assessment may con-

sist in an interview, a written test or the evaluation of the 

students’ University records by an admissions board. Stu-

dents not passing this assessment may not register for the 

programme even if it does not have restricted access.
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